Abstract—Users often express their opinions about an item in which they are interested in public forums. Despite the convenience, it also opens possibilities for attackers to manipulate such forums with opinion spams. Recently, researchers have begun to pay attention to opinion spams. While previous research has focused primarily on detection of opinion spams based on text contents, relatively little is done to capture spammers’ behavior based on user relationships. In this work we study opinion spam phenomena by detecting malicious communities in public forums. Concretely, we focus on review systems (e.g., Amazon, Yelp). In our previous work we found there exist users who have strong connections to each other in Amazon based on their replying actions, which is not desirable because their opinions are likely to be biased towards each other. We show that such users indeed tend to show spamming behavior by applying spam indicators to the users.

I. INTRODUCTION

User-generated opinions increasingly play a key role in people’s decision making process, which makes it easy for attackers to exploit with opinion spams [1, 2]. A few methods to detect opinion spams have been proposed in the literature [3–5], most of which focus primarily on detection of spams by developing supervised classifiers that compare text contents of unlabelled data and ground truth dataset. In this work, instead, we attempt to provide a glimpse of a review system to understand users’ spamming behavior in terms of social connections between users in a system. Concretely, we investigate whether the fact that users deliberately reply to each other’s reviews could give us any hint of spamming behavior.

Our work is grounded in the context of a review ecosystem in Amazon. In our previous work [6] we found that there exist users who form strong connections to each other through reviews/replying activities, which can in turn be extended to strong communities. We also found that such users tend to show activities deviating a lot from others. In this work we measure correlation between such communities and malicious activities (i.e., opinion spams). We show that users who have strong connections show a similar behavior pattern to spammers and thus such users can potentially be strong candidates for spammers.

II. SPAMMICY OF COMMUNITIES

Users’ replying actions in review systems without knowledge of each other (e.g., they have social connections with each other) are often assumed to happen by chance [6]. Users will frequently browse for an item of interest, read a review, and post a simple reply without considering the author of the review. If users have connections with each other, on the other hand, reviews/replies by them can be biased, favoring each other, which, in turn, results in unfair systems. We thus attempt to measure whether communities consisting of users having strong connections with each other are relevant to opinion spams in this section.

In [6], we collected reviews and replies across 4 item categories (Books, Movie, Electronics, Tools) from Amazon. We defined the strength of user connections based upon distance between a user’s replying pattern in the collected dataset and a random model. User connections can be extended to communities so that a user belongs to a strength of a community, if the user has connections with another. The larger is, the stronger a community is. Connections that belong to stronger communities are excluded from weaker communities. That is, if a connection is in 99.5% community, it is excluded from 98% community.

We summarize our observation of three spam indicators on the communities found in Amazon. We employed three spam indicators introduced in past work including fake probability [4], burstiness [7], and content similarity [7] as follows. Each value ranges from 0 (non-spammers) to 1 (spammers).

Fake probability estimates likelihood of each community user’s reviews/replies being spams based on
linguistic features.

**Burstiness** measures an interval between each community user’s first review/reply and last review/reply.

**Content similarity** measures how similar a user’s reviews/replies are to each other.

Among the 4 item categories we collected, we present results in the Movie dataset because the same results hold for the other three categories. Fig.1 shows three spammicity indicators (Y-axis) of communities discovered in the Movie dataset with different strength (X-axis). We observe that spammicity increases as the strength of communities increases, as shown in Fig.1. Note that spammicity drops dramatically between 70% and 80% communities. This suggests that such weaker connections (i.e., smaller than 80%) are often formed naturally (e.g., common interest in items). That is, users in weaker communities are not likely to be spammers as spammicy of users in 70% community was almost close to 0; whereas spammicity of users in stronger communities such as 99.5 was relatively high. Specifically, three spammicity indicators of such users were higher than 0.5, which is the threshold used to define spams in [4, 7], on average.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Attackers may post fraudulent positive/negative reviews/replies to their colluders’ or competitors’ to boost or decrease the reputation of specific reviews or reviewers. Among such attackers, some users even may not have any reviewing history yet, but only engage in fraudulent replies to avoid detection by spam classifiers based on review contents. Our observation suggests that such malicious repliers in strong communities are strong candidates for future spammers; whereas existing supervised classifiers may not be able to find such users because their detection often bases on existing reviews.

Some challenges still must be surmounted. First, some users may naturally form a community because of their common interest on items, while the strong user connections were shown to be relevant to spamming behavior. It is thus needed to derive a method narrowing down the definition of spammers to differentiate natural and malicious communities and to reduce false positive of detections. Further, there may be more spam indicators other than three, so we need to build more indicators. Especially, we will derive not only spam review indicators but also spam replying indicators. Finally, we will derive a method to prevent spammers without previous spams who are most likely to post them in the future. Our experiment results actually suggest a way to prevent such spammers since we find spamer candidates based solely on users’ replying patterns not on users’ past spam contents.
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